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SAN FRANCISCO

ABA PUBLISHES MENTAL
blSABILITY LAW REPORTER
The American Bar Association has
published the first bi-monthly issue of
a topical law reporter designed to
keep attorneys, judges, treatment
professionals , and consumers informed of developments in the fastmoving field of mental disability law.
The periodical, titled the Mental
Disability Law Reporter, represents a
major effort by the ABA's Commission on the Mentally Disabled to encourage wider understanding and implementation of law-related reforms in
the mental disability area.
Established by the ABA in 1973 the
Commission, it 17-member inte;disciplinary group , is charged with recommendation and implementation of
programs for improvement of the
mental disability system, including
publication of the Mental ｄｩｳ｡｢ｬｴｾ＠
Law Reporter.
The 108-page first issue includes
summaries of recent court decisions
and legislation in such areas as civil
commitment of the mentally ill, rights
of minors in mental disability commitment .cases, special educational services for mentally retarded and leaming disabled children, and challenges
to zoning practices which exclude
mentally disabled persons from a
community.
The July-August issue also carries
news of important meetings and
events, full texts of selected major
court decisions , an in-depth analysis
of current . 'right-to-treatment" litigation, and various practice aids for
attorneys confronted with mental
disability issues .
The Reporter was developed by the
ABA Commission 's Mental Disability
Legal Resource Center under a costsharing contract with the National
Institute of Mental Health , U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. Additional financial support
was provided by the American Bar
Endowment and the Edna McConnell
Clark Foundation.
Dr. Bertram S. Brown , Director of
NIMH, hailed the first issue of the
Reporter as the realization of a longstanding priority for the Federal
mental health agency.
" The Mental Disability Law Reporter promises to provide a muchneeded service," said Dr. Brown,
"not only for attorneys and judges,
but also for mental disability professionals, government officials, institution and program managers, lay advocates, and consumer organizations.
All these groups will profit from a
better understanding of the everchanging relationship between the
law and the mental disability
system."
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HAY AKAWA TO SPEAK

Jerome J . Shestack, chairman of the
ABA Commission, also emphasized
the value of the Reporter to providers
and consumers of mental disability
services, as well as to lawyers with
general practices and those who specialize in mental disability issues .
"This continually updated, highquality compendium of legal developments and materials," said Shestack,
"should help lawyers and non-lawyers
alike to function more effectively
when they confront the complex and
difficult issues of mental disability
law . "
Subscription rates for the Mental
Disability Law Reporter are $25 per
year for Public Defenders and Legal
Services (poverty law) attorneys and
$35 per year for all others. The
Reporter is available from the Mental
Disability Legal Resource Center,
1800 M Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036. Subscription requests
should be accompanied by a check or
money order payable to "ABA Fund
for Public Education . "

FREE MONEY
One of the activities of the ABA
Law Student Division for the 19761977 school year will be the Law
School Services Fund Program. The
Law Student Division has approximately $35,000 which will be allocated via this program on a matching
fund grant basis to law school projects . By means of these grants, the
Division expects to encourage the expansion of student projects by law
schools and organized student bar
associations.
In past years the Law Student
Division through this program, was
able to materially aid such projects
as: minority recruitment projects, a
national environmental conference,
legal aid clinics, speakers programs,
legal services to federal inmates,
consumer education and legal aid
programs, a symposium of Indian legal problems, Model Court Rule
projects, and a juvenile probation
program.
Application deadlines are as follows and will be strictly enforced:
Dates

Types of
Application
October 17,1976 One Year Projects
Fall Semester
Projects
February 2,1977 Spring Semester
Projects
March 14,1977
One Day Projects

Dr. S.1. Hayakawa, Republican open only to Hastings students, fac
candidate for the United States Sen- ulty , staff and their guests. Th
ate, will be speaking to a combined reception will provide those in at
Hastings College of Law/ University tendance with an excellent opportun
of San Francisco audience on Sep- ity to meet and discuss issues with
tember 27, 7:30 p .m. at McLaren Dr . Hayakawa .
Center on the U.S.F. campus. The
Due to the tremendous interest
famed semanticist is noted for being generated when Dr . Hayakawa
a dynamic and memorable speaker . speaks, admission to the speech and
With his expertise in the use of the private reception will be by ticket
English language , he is able to ef- only . The tickets are free and will be
fectively communicate his ideas to available in the Hyde Street lobby
beginning the week of September 20.
enthusiastic audiences.
Dr . Hayakawa 's appearance is co- As there are only a limited number of
sponsored by the Hastings Republi- tickets, they will be distributed on a
cans and the U.S.F. student associa- first come , first served basis.
We are deeply grateful to U.S.F .
tion and bar association . We are especially privileged to have him speak , for the use of their facilities. As the
as this will be one of his final event is being given extensive teleNorthern California appearances vision coverage , McLaren center is
during the campaign. _
more appropriate for this than the
Immediately following the talk, the Hastings commons.
For any additional information,
Hastings Republicans are sponsoring
a private reception for Dr. Hayakawa please contact ' Sandy Smith at
in the U.S.F. student lounge. This is 283-3245 (locker #948) or Tom Cairns
at 563-2103 .
The purpose of the Law School
Services Fund Program is to encourage implementation and expansion of
student projects by the law schools,
the organized bar associations , and
other law student organizations. Law
School Services funds are to be used
in conjunction with funds from other
sources such as student bar associations and local bar associations .
Application(s) for funds may be
submitted by any ABA approved law

WILLY & ALEX
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school at which at least 20 % of full
time law students are members ABAI
LSD at the time of application. The
application must be signed by the
president of the law school SBA, ｾｨ･＠
school's ABA / LSD representative
and the project director. Three (3)
copies of each application for financial grant are to be submitted.
Continued page5
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EDITORIAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

It has become known that several
members of one of the moot court
sections had occasion to hear the oral
arguments of 'their' case and availed
themselves of that opportunity. The
moot court board is now trying to
decide what to do about it.
This and other of the moot court
problems no doubt arise from the
confusion of organizing five hundred
students into teams within a single
week and having the teams well on
the way into their topic by the next
week. As the confusion of moot court
continues so do its problems. Guidelines and administrative procedures
ought to be set forth and followed for
these problems that arise.
There are those who criticize that
moot court is no more than Legal
Writing and Research loB. Others
who have had clerking experience
argue that edited transcripts and
court records take away from the
reality value of moot court and make
itnomore than an exercise. These are
quaeres meriting a response.

The LEOP Board has several tutor positions stiH open. We need tutors with the
appropriate background who are SERIOUSLY interested in helping LEOP students.
Areas still open include:
Civil Procedure - with ･ｭｰｨｾｳｩ＠
on the Boyer approach
Property - with emphasis on the Hancock approach
Torts - with emphasis on the Walsh or O'Brien approach
Criminal Law - with emphasis on the Sherry approach
Second Year courses:
Corporations
Criminal Procedure
If you are interested PLEASE CONTACT DOROTHY MACKAY LEITCH, ROOM
106 (LW&R OFFICE) AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING LEOP TUTORIAL PROGRAM
The question at hand remains the
most pressing, though. What shall be
done with the offenders who have
heard their case's oral arguments.
Surely there can no longer be an
equal competition for moot court
honors between that section and the
others. What else?
How many more of these embarrassments befall moot court during a
year. In each of them, as this one, the
cries of "Unfairl" voiced by many
students are to be expected. But they
should be quelled by the existence
and orderly impostion of sanctions
and procedure. Feet should not drag
as they have had here, and in no
event as the moot court student
Justices of that section have suggested, should the little scandal be
kept' 'just within the section."

HASTINGS RUGGERS BEAT CAL

WORKSHOP ON INFORMEDoCONSENT
The Public Health Department needs student volunteers to explain the informed
consent forms to people receiving the swine flu vaccine at mass sites in October.
The imI\lunization program will be conducted on five consecutive Saturdays
starting in October, and training workshops for volunteers are scheduled at
Hastings on September 22 at 2:30 and 3:30 p.m. in Classroom C.
Further information and sign-up sheets are available in the Office of Student
Affairs, Room 108.
THE WRITING WORKSHOP
The Writing Workshop, conducted by Cy Epstein and Mark Oring under the
auspices of the Legal Writing and Research program, will work with any Hastings
student who needs help in the style and practice of legal writing. Emphasis is
placed on specific analyses of writing problems and efficient methods of correction.
Professors and other staff aware of the writing problems of individual students
should recommend that they consult the workshop; in addition, students who are
uncertain about their writing capabilities may seek help from the workshop. Ms.
ｌ･ｩｾｨ＠
may be contacted at the Legal Writing and Research office for an
appointment with either tutor. Office hours are as follows:
Cy Epstein
Mark Oring

Wednesdays
Thursdays

12:40 to 2:30
4:40 to 6:30

Lib. Mezz. Rm. 332
Lib. Mezz. Rm. 332

m:w
SIN=r TEllS ME

WE'RE' 00100 TO
HAVEW 0ET RIDCF

50ME DfAD YWD..

The Hastings Rugby Club includes:
Anderson, Art Lipton, Steve Turpy, Bob
Bottom Row: Joe Scott, Bill Faulkner, Burmeister, Chris Snyder, Bob Mehaffey,
Zook Sutton, Bill Hodge- Sam Smith, Dave Jaquint, and Mike King.
John ｆｲ･ｮｾｹＬ＠
-Top Row: Mike McMahon, David

•

BANKAMERICARD

Hasttngs

GILBERTS

Bookstore ｈｾＺ＠
Under New Management

Student
apartments

are presently available
at HASTINGS HOUSE, a new apartment complex
located in the heart of San Francisco.

o ｃｯｾｰｬ･ｴｹ＠
Redecorated Building
o ｬ｜ｾＮｶｹ＠
Furnished Studio Apartments
o Study Rooms
0 Recreation Room
o Laundry Facilities 0 TV Lounge '
o Fully Dedicated to Students

ATTENTIOJ"oo
STUDENTS
The Registrar's Office would like for all students to come by Room III to check
and make sure that you have a current address on file in the office. This is very
important! !
To 1st Year Students: Please check the glass enclosed bulletin board in the
McAllister Street Lobby for certifying receipt of Proof of Degree and receipt of your
pictures!
Transfer Students who have not previously registered with the California Bar and
do have intentions of taking the exam in California must come by Room III to pick up
your application. This must be completed within 90 days of August 16th.
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GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
It has come to light in recent days
that a disturbing report has been
made to the Dean's office by the
secret Committee Regarding Adverse
Publicity (COM-RAP).
It turns out that a study has been
carried out, concerning the graffiti on
the restroom walls. The product of
Hastings students is compared to that
of students of other law schools; and
we do not fruoe well.
The conclusion of the COM-RAP
report is that the graffiti here is
definitely of an inferior quality. You
can well imagine the disturbance this
report has caused.
Each school studied showed a
definite personality in its graffiti. At
Harvard, for example, the writing on
the restroom walls attempts to be
erudite, but it is often pretentious.
"If Sophocles had been a lawyer,
we would all be judges today," is
typical of the genre. At Columbia,
they are a little more down to earth:
"Faith and Hope can't help you get
through classes, but they sure are
good inbetween classes."
Stanford shows a penchant for
rhyme:

...

The girls here are sexy,
The books are fat and wide.
So why, when I go to bed at night,
is Prosser by my side?
But at Hastings, not only is our
quality much lower than at other
schools. There is also very little, if
any at all, in any given square foot
area.
Actually, one reason for this lit
because our janitors are so efficient,
and clean most creative endeavors off
the walls within a few days.
This fact alone would not completely explain the dearth of graffiti
here at Hastings. A typical example
of what may be found here is "Be
here at noon for sex." There can be
no doubt of its inferior quality,
comparatively.
Two partial solutions are already in
the works. The more simple of these
is to include a blank space on the
application to prospective students,
telling the applicant to enter a graffito. Both the quality and originality
will be very important in determining
qualified people.
Another solution is to send an
employee around the country to top
law schools, and collect the graffiti
periodically. Then it will be copied
onto our restroom walls. The object is
twofold:
First, the high quality graffiti will
be seen by all our students. Hopefully, the high thoughts and ideas will
be passed on.
Second, it will encourage our students to add their own creative
efforts, to compete, and to eventually
have high quality graffiti on ｯｾ＠
walls, completely written by our
students.
This is an ambitious plan. But
according to the COM-RAP report,
this is one of the more important
areas to work on in raising the quality
of a law school. And to that end, we
must all work and sacrifice.

LIENT COUNSELING
OM PETITION BEGIN
The 1977 Client Counseling Competition of the Law Student Division
of the American Bar Association will
take place in March 1977. Now in its
ninth year, the Competition is a firmly established program at many law
schools. Last year, ninety-three
schools, well over half the law schools
in the country, participated.
This year Landlord-Tenant will be
the subject matter of the consultation
situations. They will be prepared by
Professor Thomas L. Shaffer, Notre
Dame Law School, Professor Louis
Brown, University of Southern California Law Center, Harold Rock,
member of the ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional
Responsibility, and Professor Walker
Blakey, University of North Carolina.
The Client Counseling Competition
developed as a legal teaching technique. In some ways it is analogous to
Moot Court, except that the skill
tested is counseling rather than appellate argument. The Competition
tries to simulate a real law firm
consultation as closely as possible. A
typical client problem is selected and
a person acting the role of the client is
briefed on his or her part. Prior to the
day of the actual Competition students, who work in pairs, receive a
very brief memo concerning the
problem. This data is equivalent to
what a secretary might be told when a
client calls to make an appointment.
For purposes of preparation, students
are advised to prepare a preliminary
memo based on the problem as it is
then understood. Unlike past Competitions, the preliminary memo is
not required and will not be judged. It
is however a helpful tool for preparing for the Competition.

POPCORN REVIEW
The Renaissance Faire in Novato pinges on the spell that has been
will conclude this weekend, Septem- woven .
ber 25 and 26, and anyone who has
If you are lucky enough to catch
the $4.50 admission price is well- onto the spirit of the Renaissance
advised to attend, especially if you've Faire it is a trip through the looking
missed the Faire in previous years. It glass; playing " pretend" on a grand
is a dynamite show.
scale.
COMING UP: The Committee for
Being a newcomer to the Renaissance Faire circuit I cannot compare Arts and Lectures at UCSF has
this year's Faire to those of previous announced its Fall Quarter film
years or other locales . But I had a series: October 1: Tommy; October
terrific time. The Faire is sponsored 15: Man in the Glass Booth; October
by the Living History Center which 22: 11th Internation Toumee of Anirecently purchased the 250 acre "Oak mation; October 29: Swept Away;
Forest" site where the spectacular November 5: Nashville; November
takes place. The idea is to re-create, 19: Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
as closely as possible in the twentieth and the Hound of ｂ｡ｳｾ･ｲｶｩＡ［＠
and
century, an Elizabethan end-of- ｄ･｣ｾｭ｢ｲ＠
3: Walt Disney s ｓｾｯ＠
harvest celebration. Towards that White and the Seven Dwarfs. This IS
end Faire-goers are encouraged to a Friday night film series, shown in
wear appropriate costumes. Not ev- Cole Hall ｾｐ｡ｳｵ＠
and 3rd. Aveeryone does, of course, but if you nue). A?misslOn IS $1.75 and tickets
don't you may wish you had because are available at the door only. Most
s ｳｴｾ＠
it makes the overwhelming "wrinkle
at 7 p.m. but for further
in time" effect of the Faire just about mformatlOn contact the UCSF Program Department at ＶＭｾＸＰ
Ｎ＠
complete.
What is at the Faire? Everything The College of Marm has two
you would expect to see in an Eliza- stimulating lecturers slated for ｏ｣ｾ＠
bethan shire: jugglers, minstrels, ber: on October 13 Edward. Albee will
soldiers, actors, footmen, jesters, lecture. ｾ､＠
.answer ｾｵ･ｳｴｉｯｮ＠
about
beggars ladies-in-waiting lunatics, playwrItmg m Amenca. On October
sies' merchants ｣ｯｾｭｮ･ｲｳＬ＠
19 Benjamin Bradlee, the executive
Ａｾ･ｲｳＬ＠
'the Lord Ma;or, the execu- edi!<>r of the ｗ｡ｳｾｧｴｯ＠
Post, ｾ＠
f
r peddlers dancers and Queen deliver a lecture entitled The Media
ｾＺ＠
herself on 'a grand ';"hite horse. and the Fourth Estate." .Both lecTh are the embodiment of authen- tures are at 8 p.m. and tickets are
ｴｩ｣ｾ＠
in dress, manner, and speech. $3.00. For more information contact
There are a million things to buy, eat, the College Box Office, 454-0877,
and drink, and almost nothing im- noon to 4 p.m. weekdays .

?Im

A STUDY IN
VALUE

INT'L LAW
OURNAL

The Hastings International and
mparative Law Review is well on
he way toward publication of its
. augural issue.
For the past year co-editors in chief
'nda Cabatic and Ken Olivier have
een working closely with Deans
derson and Reigger and the FacIn order for a school to enter the
ty Advisory Board chaired by ProFace reality, yes,
Competition its Dean must approve
essor Rudolf Schlesinger. Both cobut also dream dreams.
and a faculty member must be willing
ditors are pleased with the progess
For reality is a voiceless flute
to serve as advisor. Each school may
ade to date and anticipate no
lying dead on a dusty shelf.
select its entrants in any way it
bstacles to publishing the initial
It needs be played
chooses. After the deadline date for
'ssue of HICLR in Spring, 1977, as
to spread its melodies applications, November 29, 1976, the
scheduled.
These are the dreams.
exact location of the Regional ComThe response to the new . Law
petitions will be announced. The Re- Tseng Ta-Yu
Review has been encouraging to its
gional Competitions will take place on
participants. Seven faculty. members
March 5, 1977 and the National Skilled in traditional Chinese calli accepted invitations to Sit on the
Competition will be held on March graphy, poetry, and painting, ant Advisory Committee of HICLR. The
26,1977.
winrling the hearts of even crusty lay members include Professors James
students, professor Tseng Ta-Yl Frolick, Thomas Kerr, George Prugh,
Involved in being a host school is spoke September 7th to the E8S1 Stefan Riesenfeld, and ｗｾｲ･ｮ＠
having the Competition at your school Asian Law Society on the value 01 Shattuck, as well as Dean Relgger
on March 5, 1977, obtaining judges aesthetic consciousness to the learn· and Professor Schlesinger.
for the Competition and a person to ing process. As he aptly pointed out, Unsolicited articles have already
and
act as a client. The Law Student "Philosophy and Art make no bread been received from ｰｲｾｦ･ｳｯＮ＠
Division of the American Bar Asso- . . but they make the bread tast scholars in the field of ｭｴ･ｲｮ｡ｬｾ＠
ciation will cover any costs .incurred sweeter. " From Sweetness come and comparative law. ｾｲｴｹＭ･ｬｧｨ＠
by the host school, including video- value; from value, ethics; from eth students are currently ｾｴｧ＠
ｮｯｾｳ＠
taping, if the facilities are available ics, character; from character, civili on a wide range. of ｴｯｐｉｾｓＬ＠
mcluding
and will provide a meal for the zations are built.
law of the seas , mternatlOnal ｣ｯｲｰｾＭ
participants on the day of the
Art, Professor Yu conveyed, is not ate bribery and the role of women m
Competition.
just skill, it is also wisdom-the various foreign legal systems.
r---------------I ability to see the whole in a complex HlCLR has been ｧｵｾ｡ｮｴ･
Ｎ＠ a
situation of fragments . The applica- sufficient budget to publish ｾｴｬ｡＠
tion of this principle to legal studies is intramural issues. In order to crrcuapparent where rules without late the Review to other law ｳ｣ｾｯｬ＠
meaning are incompetent.
and libraries, a ｦｩｮｾ｣･＠
COmmlttee
It was quite a humorous shock has been formed to ｲｾｳ＠
ｳｵｰｬｾｭｮﾭ
when Yu stated, matter of facUy, that tal funds to cover additional prmtmg
Stu and Beth Bronstein
Rodin's "Thinker" would not be es- and circulation costs .
teemed in China, being an example of
The HlCLR office is located at 55
failed perspective ... Chinese Art is Hyde St., Rm . 111. Office hours are
the wisdom of harmony between Monday through Friday from 9:30
N_
three things: Man, nature, and that Ａ｡ｾＮｭｴｯＴ
Ｚ ｾＳＰＮｊｰ
Ｎ ｭｾＮ＠
_ _ _ _ _ __
which encompasses both. Natural
compatibility, unmeasured peace,
J
again in the next semester, numerous
intense serenity.
This article is brief, honoring the students requested he be invited
Chinese tenent, "If you describe too again much sooner. The experience
HOW
much detail about anything you un- of his shared perspective of wisdom,
460 LARKIN
derestimate the imaginative intelli- different from knowledge cravings,
gence of the listener." When it was burst among us like a fragrant breath
at corner of
announced Professor Yu would come ofspring air .

HARRY
HARRINGTON'S

--

PUB

..

A;;,J

ｾＭ＠

SERVED YOUR
GRANDFATHER-FATHER
ABOUT YOU?
TURK

Face reality, yes
but also dream dreams,
For reality is a naked tree
Shivering in the winter wind.
It needs be clothed
with blossoms and leaves . ..
These are the dreams.
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FORUM
San Francisco Food Stamp Office.
However, the FAO is second to none
To the Administration:
in being self-righteous and arbitrary.
The attitude which radiates from
Like most people, I complain about the FAO implies that the student is a
injustice, shake my fist, and threaten "beggar;" a second-class citizen who
to write letters, but I never do. should be humble and thankful.
However, dealing with the Hastings Certainly such attitudes are common
Financial Aid Office for three years in government programs, but just as
will motivate even the laziest of us to certainly they should not be tolerated.
The arbitrary manner with which
raise a protest (well, to at least write a
the F AO deals with students in faceletter.)
is surpassed
Any student who has had the un- to-face . ｣ｯｾｦｲｮｴ｡ｩｳ＠
pleasant experience of dealing with by the totally stupid and unrealistic
the Financial Aid Office (F AO) de- procedure used to determine "need"
serves sympathy. The only public for financial aid. For example, if a
agency which is more haughty, less student's parents claimed him or her
efficient, and more unrealistic in on their tax returns for the prior year,
handling applicants' problems is the but the student has since married or

otherwise become self-supporting,
the student's need is still based on the
parents' financial status. Although
the parents will not, in fact, be
supporting the student, the student
cannot get financial aid for one year.
Under this procedure, the student is
punished for one year. Any commonsense approach would look to the
student's current needs arid current
resources, not to the historical events
of the previous year .
Students who need financial aid are
in a vulnerable position. Besides
money, they need a little understanding, not snotty answers (if answers can be obtained). The F AO
should take a long, hard look at the
Placement Office procedures. AI-

though asked the same questions
repeatedly by different students, the
Placement Office is always courteous,
helpful, and sympathetic.
The Administration of Hastings
should heed the hard economic realities of this situation: any student who
has been abusively treated in requesting financial aid is not likely to make
donations or contributions to the
school after his or her graduation.
As any practicing attorney will tell
you, never, but never, cross a clerk as
that can foul up your case faster than
any other method. Heeding this sage
advice and my own experience with
the FAO, I decline to sign this letter
for one very good reason: I have not
yet received my FISL loan!

use different standards for itself,
than it does for the other branches of
government.
Much of the loss of respect for
government is a result of this kind of
behavior. If Congress is to be true to
the people it serves, it must first be
true to itself. Only in this way can the
Democratic Congress. anticipate
continued reelection.
Over the Labor Day weekend, Sen.
John Tunney announced his firm support of Prop. 14, the farmworker
initiative. However, his opponent,
S.I. Hayakawa, is resorting to some
of the same tactics used in the
Republican reelection campaign of
Richard Nixon in 1972. Mr. Hayakawa was invited to Hastings by the
Hastings Republican Caucus, but the
best they could get was a co-spon-

sored appearance at U.S.F. Instead of
the appearance being open to the
public, as all events sponsored by the
Hastings Democratic Club, entrance
will be by ticket only. This is blatantly
an attempt by the Hayakawa campaign to keep appearances restricted
to conservative locations, such as the
U.S.F. campus, and audiences which
will be attracted there. This, along
with refusals to debate, reflects the
lack of desire to bring his campaign to
the people.
Those who do have the desire to
work on a grassroots level, will find
friendship at the San Francisco
County United Democratic Campaign
at 1236 Market St. If you are interested in canvassing or Get-OutThe-Vote call Jeanne Miller at
552-0601.

And several weeks ago, poll results
in the Mendelsohn-Marks race were
released. It showed Mendelsohn
ahead with 36 %, Marks with 30 %
and 34% undecided. When asked to
comment on the figures, Don Bradley, manager for the Mendelsohn
campaign replied, "It gives us an
indication of where we are, just
slightly ahead. It is still early, but it
will be a close race in November."
And now from Gilroy. Mayor Norman Goodrich, who last spring announced he would not seek reelection
in 19'78, is said to be reconsidering
his decision. It appears that his sincere love of public service and the
community of Gilroy are preventing
him from retiring.

Politics at the library's check-out
desk. Take a look at page 52 for
yourself. Since 1972, Tunney's rating
from the liberal groups ADA, COPE,
League of Women Voters, League of
Conservation Voters, and Consumer
Federation of America has ayeraged
93 % approval. That is precisely the
average approval rating of the "liberal paragon" Walter Mondale!
Perhaps more surprising is the
comparison between Cranston and
Tunney. Cranston has preserved a
reputation as being more forthright
and liberal while Tunney appears
light-weight and vacillating. Yet, as

an article in the California Journal of
March, 1974 pointed out, this unfavorable comparison is hardly
deserved.
In 1973, when Congress ended
U.S. military destruction in Southeast
Asia, Cranston supported a compromise giving the Nixon administration
additional weeks to phase out the
bombing of Cambodia. Tunney demanded an immediate end to the
bombing.
When Tunney votes a blatantly
pro-California economic line, he is
often joined by Cranston. Both men
backed the $250 million Lockheed

bailout, and both line up behind the
B-1 bomber.
On balance, Tunney is one of the
most liberal incumbant senators. But
he has clear faults. Personally, I've
decided to support the man. But
those of us on the left should make it
clear to candidate Tunney that we
are not supporting his stands on
health care and the "California
Bomber". One final word, folks.
Consider the alternative: Hayakawa.
I'll do that in an article next issue.

THE HASTINGS
DEMOCRAT
About three weeks ago, Congo
Wayne Hays resigned in the wake of
revelations of his using public funds
to pay for a mistress. Two days after
his resignation, the House Ethics
Committee dropped its investigation
of the incident. It is fair to say that, in
a sense, history has repeated itself.
We can remember some two years
ago when a similar situation occurred. Richard Nixon resigned the
Presidency, and sometime thereafter
President Gerald Ford pardoned him.
We can also remember the furor that
resulted, in the public, in the Senate,
and the House. I think it fair to observe that the House has managed to

VIEW FROM
THE LEFT
How do you make up your mind
about a guy like John Tunney? About
a minute after it was clear that
Tunney, and not Hayden, was the
Democrat's nominee I decided I
needed more facts. Hayden's campaign had highlighted several clearly
reprehensible points in Tunney's record; most importantly, his support of
the B-1 bomber and his opposition to
health care. To flesh out the record I
looked at the Almanac of American

Marc Aprea
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WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE
OF HORNBOOKS. TAPES.
BRIEFS. AND OUTLINES!
PLEASE COME IN
AND BROWSE!
138 McAllister St.
863-2900
OPEN: 9-5:30 Weekdays
9-5:00 Saturdays
'1

OON'1 woRR'( ABolfr llIE MAI$UP... 'fOU SURE I GOT lJ.JE ｾｴｔ＠

IMA6'E ? 1/

BANKAMERICARD AND
MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED
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Continued from page 1

Project Elegibility
1. Participation in the project must
be open to all students registered in
the law school;
2. The project must supplement
curricular or extracurricular programs in the law school;
3. There must be collateral benefit
to the community in which the law
school is located;
4. A faculty advisor or sponsor
must be appointed by the dean of the
law school to work with the project.
Grant periods will depend upon the
type and category of the project. A
minimum would be for one (1) day
program, for example, a seminar,
workshop or lecture. A maximum
grant period would be for one (1)
school year (nine (9) calendar
months). IMPORTANT: See filing
deadlines.
Each application for LSD funds
must contain a detailed budget. The
budget must show all projected expenditures of LSD funds by account
categories. The Budget must show
the source and amount of matched
funds. All authorizations for account
::ategory changes of LSD funds must
:>e approved by the Law Student
Division. If any funds are unexJended at the conclusion of the
Jroject, a percentage of the unexlended funds equal to the percentage
ｾ｡ｮｴ･､＠
by the ABAILSD is to be reunded to the LSD coordinator within
wenty (20) days of the conclusion of
he project.
Per the mandate of the Board of
iovernors (April 1972) at least
wenty five percent (25 %) of the
.sSF budget for the 1976-77 year has
)een earmarked for minority related
)rograms. However, these funds will
lOt prevent a school from being
Unded for a second project in another
ilea. Clearly, then a school is eligible
(or two (2) possible grants annually.
Minority recruitment grants should
be filed using the same procedure as
other grants.
The Law School Services Fund has
increased in amount since the initial
year of operation; however, it is still
small. Grants will be distributed to as
many law schoob as possible in order
to maximize the effectiveness of the
program. Each request will be carefully scrutinized. Applications will be
carefully examined and compared to
previous requests in order to eliminate unnecessary funding. Unfortunately, some applications must be
denied. For these reasons, joint projects among neighboring law schools
are favored.
Although grants vary between
1100.00 and al,OOO.OO, amounts distributed will be spread between these
two figures based on necessity.

:

An effort will be made to distribute
funds for a variety of different types
of programs. Also, every effort is
being made to find outside sources to
increase the LSSF. It is reminded that
this program is structured to provide
grants which would benefit both the
school and the community.

ｾ＠

CONCERNED
ABOUT LAW
SCHOOL?

:

Phi Alpha Delta
Dickinson
I
Minority Recruitment Program
I
Bi-Centennial
Maryland
I
I
Luncheon
I
I
Women and the Law Temple
National Conference
: Legal Preparation, Inc. will offer a 3-day :
Seventh National
Villanova
I workshop-seminar In San Francisco on
Conference on
October 10, 17 and 24, 1976. The I
Women and the Law
PROJECI'
SCHOOL
1 program has been prepared by Brian N. I
Minority
North Carolina
1 Siegel (author of How ｾ＠ｴ Succeed in Law 1
New England Sch. New England
Recruitment
I School) , and will prOVide valuable In- I
of Law Speakers
High School Legal North Carolina
school
I sights into EFFECTIVE ｾ｡ｷ＠
Program
Education Program Central
study, with a speCial emphas)s on how to I
Law Day Program New England
Student Committee North Carolina
I organize and write the hypothetical-type I
Western New Eng . on Land Loss of
Consumer Action
Central
1 examination successfully . If you would I
Center
Blacks
I like to see the evaluations of those who
Community Legal Hofstra
1 have previously . taken our course or I
Southeastern Law South Carolina
Education Project
additional information , call collect I
Placement
1 desire
(213) 931-7788, or write :
I
Consortium
Consumer Center
of Lower New York
Legal Assistance
Virginia
LEGAL PREPARATION' INC.
I
Manhattan Law School
Society
471 South Ogden Drive
I
Symposium on "The St. John's
Recruitment of
Washington & Lee I
Los Angeles , California 90036
I
ERA and the Law
Women Students
1
______
of New York"
Environmental
William & Mary
Law Program
(Marshall-Whythe)
Mansfield Inmate Ohio Northern
Legal Assistance
Law Day Symposium Alabama
Program
"Law and Social
Change: The
Placement Programs Toledo
American
of Ohio Law Schools
Experience"
Vanderbilt Legal
Vanderbilt
The Bar Activation Project. a joint unLaw Day 1976
Cumberland
Aid Society
dertaking by the ABA Special Committee
Forum '76
Cumberland
Unemployment
Wayne State
on Housing and Urban Development Law
(Speakers Program)
Insurance Clinic
and the ABA Young Lawyers Section,
Frederick Douglass Emory
Title IX Workshop DePaul
commenced in January, 1975. The project
Moot Court
Women in Law
IIT/Cicago-Kent
was started on the belief that lawyers,
Competition
Spring conference
especially young lawyers, have the interGeorgia
est and expertise to help make their comLaw Day
lITI Chicago-Kent Symposium on
Clinical Legal
munities better places in which to live.
Alternatives in
Indiana
Education
Specifically, the project has as its princiLegal Careers
(Bloomington)
pal objective the activation of local and
Mercer Center for Mercer
Community Legal Indiana
state Bar groups to help provide decent,
(W.F. George)
Legal Reform
Education Project (Bloomington)
safe and sanitary housing, as well as
Mississippi
Women in Law
Third Annual Law Loyola (Chicago)
other community development programs,
Recruitment
Day Conference
for persons residing in their locale . The
Stetson
Christmas
Party
Television Program John Marshall
project was funded through June 3D, 1975
for
Mentally
on Small Claims
by a $22 ,000 grant from the American Bar
Retarded Children
Court
Endowment. This funding permitted the
Stetson
Stetson Society
employment through June 30 of a fullCalifornia
Migrant Legal
(Gov
.
Grant)
of Trial Advocacy
time project director to encourage and
Berkeley
Services
Inmate Assistance Akron
assist Bar groups in the establishment of
Women's Legal
California
Project
committees to deal with local housing and
Center of East Bay (Berkeley)
Capital
Landlord/Tenant
community development problems.
Minority
California-Western Information
At the present time, housing and comRecruitment
Pamphlet
munity development committees have
In Jail Legal
California-Western Supreme Court
been established by several Bar groups,
Drake
Services Project
including groups in California. Georgia,
Day81976
Iowa and Missouri. In addition, Bar
Forum on Practical Hawaii
Minority
Hamline
groups in Cleveland, Philadelphia and
Law for the
Recruitment
Texas are in the process of establishing
University Student
Tipton Legal
Missouri (K.C.)
such committees.
Lou Ashe Practical U-Pacific
Assistance Project
Legal Symposium (McGeorge)
Contact: James A. Heeter at Stinson,
Law School
Nebraska
Mag, Thomson, McEvers & Fizzell, 2100
Film"Forum
Orange County Law Pepperdine
TenMain Center, Kansas City, Missouri
Students' .
Mid-West
Washington
64105; telephone (816) 842-8600.
Project
Conference on
(St. Louis)
Women and the Law

:

I,

A.B.A.

Minority
uthern California
Recruitment
Inmate Legal
Southwestern
Assistance Project
Los Angeles Area Southwestern
Women and the Law
Conference

Big Setectlon of Study Aids
Used & New Casebook.
Hornbooks
•

•

-------------------------I

ｾｉｄｐＧｕ＠

Textbook Exchange
2470 Bancroft VI-V

a.mley

WELCOME BACK HASTINGS!
from Turk-Larkin Dell & Liquors

I
I
I
I

L

,
,
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With this coupon Get a Free Apple with the purchase of
any sandwich. Good 9/20 to 9/25.
476 Turk rbetween

,

I
I
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

WILLY and ALEX

For al dente without denting your
For those of you who savor sweets,
wallet, don 't miss Eduardo's in the the menu is somewhat limited. The
Marina. Eduardo and Marcella ominpresent spumone was the usual
fruit.
Morettoni are the proprietors of this . ice cream dotted ,with ｾ｡ｮ､ｩ･Ｌ＠
"alla famiglia" trattoria, which spec- The restaurant s umque
Cake
ializes in a variety of "cucina Sacripantina" consisted of layers of
romana" dishes .
white cake and zabaglione. The cake
Eduardo's superb pasta highlights was a bit heavy, but the zabaglione
the menu in 18 of the 25 entrees. The was perfectly light with a subtle rum
pasta is made by Eduardo himself in overtone (not the usual over-powera miniature factory located above the ing alcoholic taste so often found in
restaurant.
this traditional favorite). We wish the
Specialties include homemade Morettoni's would consider canning .
green tortellini, available with either the white cake and serving a simple
meat or white sauce. Barbara chose zabaglione custard. The tortoni was a '
the white sauce version and we found delightful rum-flavored cross
this dish to be the highlight of our between mousse and ice r.:ream,
meal. The spinach tortellini were served over a thin (thank God) layer
stuffed with veal, beef and morta- of above-described white cake. We
della and were served with a sauce of concluded our meal with a cup of
cream, Swiss cheese and prosciutto. properly strong Neapolitan Coffee.
ｔｯｲｴ･ｬｾｩＭｭ｡ｫｮｧＬ＠
?eing ｾｮ･＠
of the
In the style of the Old World, the
more tune-consummg culinary pro- patrons are not rushed; so if you're
cedures, is ｾｯｴ＠
often found in the antsy about hurrying back to your
average Italian restaurant; at Ed- studying, better stick with the likes of
ｾ｡ｲ､ｯＧｳＬ＠
ｨｯｷ･ｶｾｲＬ＠
we found t.his rare Doggie Diner and Colonel Sanders.
treat prepared m a way to nval any The dining is casual with service to
match. Ambience is comfortabletorellini served in the City.
copies of the familiar French impresOur dining companion chose "Lasionist works crowd the walls of this
sagna Bolognese" on the recommencozy, dimly lit restaurant. For the
dation of an enthusiatic patron (who,
vinophiles in our midst, there is an
incidentally, pronounced Eduardo's
ample wine list including both Italian
her' 'favorite Italian restaurant in the
and the standard California
City"). Unlike most single-cheese
selections.
lasagne, the Morettoni's version
Pasta entrees will run you from
teams up both mozarella and fontina,
$3.75
to $4.75. Our complete meal
which we found to be a delightfully
(antipasto, pasta, wine, dessert,
piquant combination.
demitasse, tax and tip) came to $8.00
per person.
The disappointment of the meal
was Steve's choice of a rather bland Eduardo's Restaurant; 2234 ｃｨ･ｳｴｮｵｾ＠
"Lasagna Verde," which suffered Street, San Francisco;,
from the inclusion of too much moz- Tuesday - Saturday, 5 p.m.-lO p.m.;
arella. The blandness was particular- Closed$unday and Monday
ly surprising in the light of the un- Phone 567-6164
usually flavorful Lasagna Bolognese. No reservations taken; Beer and wine
The green lasagna could have been only; No checks, no credit cards
enhanced by a more careful balancing
by Barbara Capodieci
of cheeses and spices.
and Steve Stiller

"Willy, you didn't!"
"But but ... "
"Ithought I'd show off a bit."
"All pink and shiny, anything but
"But there? Couldn't you have sedate."
done it in the closet or a dark hall?"
"What I'm trying to tell you is that I
"But, but I ... "
didn't do it. Not that I didn't want to. I
"Or even in the john ... "
had the urge, but someone beat me to
"Now wait a minute. What that it."
place needed was a little color."
"You mean somebody else did that
"Color!?! Lookit, Willy, if you keep job in their lounge?!? So what did you
that up you're going to overstay our end up doing?"
welcome."
"Tried to find someone who wanted
"Well I've noticed that you aren't six gallons of shocking pink paint."
the most popular wino wrat with at I
least a third of the people around
here. Trying to pass off that toothless
grin as a childhood disease. How
many people did you dupe into giving
for that one?"
.
"Well I'll say this, it was a lot
better ploy than saying my mother
needed new dentures. ' ,
"But your mother's long since
gone."
"That's what I mean. I think the
grey hair and social security check
gave it away."
"You kept a paycheck long enough
to flash it around?"
"Ithought I could trade it for a permanent seat in one of these classes;
everyone else seems to. They're so
peaceful. Dry, quiet. Some of the best
shut-eye I've had in years. Beats
every bench I've met.
"How'd you figure you could get
away with it. You'd stick out like a
sore thumb . . . or a ripe sock. Take
your pick. "
"Just don't sign one of their seating
charts. "
"Oh. But that still doesn't explain
why you went ahead and did what you
did in the lounge... ' ,

LEVIN'S LAW BOOK
RECAP
The recently published memoirs of
the Hon. Judge Clay Polk (The Verdict Is Mine, Doubleday, $12.95),
have produced more than a titter in
literary as well as legal circles. Judge
Polk, known affectionately to his
friends as "that unscrupulous bastard", lays to rest many of the myths
that have grown up around his colorful career. "I have been a man more
compromised than comprehended,"
the Judge writes in his introduction,
"more condemned than condoned,
more critisized than cremated." For
example, it is not true that when a
sympathetic jury brought in a verdict
for the plaintiff, Judge Polk told them
they could "stick it in their ears" before entering a judgement N.O.V. for
the defendant. "I wasn't aware at the
. time that the defendant was a distant
cousin. That sure was a surprise!"
The reader can almost hear His
Honor chuckle.
Judge Polk also discusses with disarming frankness the scandal which
resulted when he filmed a pilot for a
TV series to be entitled, The U,reasonable Man. The show was billed
as "the wacky adventures of a fun-

loving Supreme Court justice." Unfortunately, the show never found a
sponsor, although Colgate-Palmolive
looked at it very seriously.
But perhaps the most la:scinating,
and indeed the most enlightening
chapter is "The Roses of Spring," in
which Judge Polk tells the true story
of his relationship with Treasure
Chest, the exotic di'mcer. "It was
Treasure's incredibly well-developed
mind that first attracted me to her,"
the Judge writes. "I spent hours in
her room late at night, discussing
Kant. My wife wouldn't touch
Kant!" Surely this tortured confession, wrenched from the very bowels
of this intellectually starved man, will
help the public look more kindly upon
Judge Polk'-s so-called "indiscretions."
The Verdict Is Mine is recommended reading for anyone interested in the lighter side of the law.
Judge Polk is currently negotiating
with Paramount for the movie rights.
"Robert Redford would lj.ke to play
the leading role," His Honor informs
ｾ Ｎ＠ Ｂ｢ｾ＠
we're trying to get Anthony
mn.
Donna Elaine

GOURMET
GRITS
Tired of the lunchtime hustle and
bustle of the Commons? Bored by the
sterile atmosphere of your favorite
"scarf 'n barf," be it Jack or Mac?
For those whose responses are in
the affirmative, McLevy's Soup and
Sausages on Turk near Leavenworth
(kitty-corner from the Kockpit.) offers
a pleasant change of pace and atmosphere. Plastic ferns are kept to a
minimum and musak is provided for
your listening pleasure. And should
you choose to so indulge, Tarot card
readings are available at one of the
back tables.
Enough of the atmosphere! The
important thing is the food! McLevy's
has a good selection of sandwiches
and specializes in a -variety of sausages; bockwurst, knockwurst, and
spicy (you've been warned) Polish.
Bread choices for sandwiches consist
. of honey white, raisin, light rye, dark
rye or a sour roll (10 cents extra).
ｾｰ･｣ｩ｡ｬｴｳ＠
of the house include sausage quiche (rumored to be yummy),
salads and sO\lps in a variety of
cOpibinations. Potato and fruit salads
r eived a favorable response from
, fellow food fetishists.
; . Wine and beer (I4te, Miller, Oly,
and Tuborg) are served and there is
also a self-service coffee and tea
table .
The best buys (i.e. more calories
for your coin) are the baked goodies.
A sampling of the cookies proved
provocative and a single glance at the
cakes and pies lets one know that
they can only lead to addiction.
McLevy's prices ' are a bit steep,
ut worth it when you want to get
way from it all and give yourself a
eat. A complete lunch, with salad,
andwich, dessert and beverage is
. ely to run you approximately $3.00.
Gail Mitchell

The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colors and sizes. We've
got it. All in one place.
Ours. Fall into the Gap
today.

goQ
MARKET ST. AT POWEll
COLUMBUS AT CHESTNUT
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THE FORD-CARTER DEBATES

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndica te

The upcoming Ford-Carter debates
will be the first since the presidential
campaign of 1960 and should provide
fascinating viewing, if not intellectual
stimulation. Unfortunately, although
both candidates wholeheartedly profess a desire to debate substantive
issues, the intellectual quality of the
debates will undoubtedly take a back
seat to image considerations. Thus,
anyone expecting an in-depth analysis of foreign or domestic policy problems by the candidates will be
shocked by the outpouring of cliches
and ambigious political statements.
The Ford-Carter confrontation is
likely to resemble' the Nixon-Kennedy
debates in an important respect. Like
Kennedy and Nixon, both Carter and
Ford are centrist candidates, moderates of their respective parties. As a
result, the debates will reveal, as did
the Nixon-Kennedy debates, that the
candidates are not very far apart on
general political philosophy. Thus,
like the Nixon-Kennedy debates, issues (already an endangered species
in U.S. politics, will succumb to
emphasis on personal qualities. Not
surprisingly, but regretfully, rhetoric
will be substituted for thoughtful
analysis.
The anomaly of this presidential
race is that because of historical and
political reasons the roles of the candidates are reversed. The normal
situation would find the incumbent
President comfortably ahead in the
polls, awaiting an aggressive challenge by the opposition candidate.
But Ford became Vice-President as a
result of the operation of the 25th
amendment and President as a result
of Nixon's abdication. He has never
faced a national electorate and the
advantages of incumbency are something he is striving for, not something
he was given.
On the other hand, Carter, ostensibly the challenger has the advantages of incumbency. He is ahead in
the polls, and his party not only
controls both houses of Congress as
well as the majority of state legislatures and governorships but has
purged itself of the divisions that
frustrated the McGovern candidacy
in 1972 . Moreover , Carter is unlike
past non-incumbents in that he has
solid financial support and a sophisticated political organization. The debates will reflect this rearrangement
of political roles and the strategies of
the candidates will be adjusted
accordingly .
Carter, as the non-incumbent incumbent, will be on the defensive
during the debates, subjecting himself to Ford's attacks on his capacity
to be President. Carter's undefined
political quantity will be under severe
viewer scrutiny, as the viewer attempts to answer the question : "Who
is Jimmy Carter?" Thus, as the
debates unfold, the real focus of attention will be on Carter, putting
extre pressure on him at a time when
weaknesses in his political support
are already visible. Thus the debates
will be a rigorous test for Carter; a
test in which he has reluctantly
agreed to participate.
While Ford's strategy will rely
heavily on challenging Carter's capacity to be President and accusing
him of vagueness on the issues, Ford
will also deal with two major problems confronting him. Ford's first
problem is that he is perceived as
lacking presidential leadership ability. Ford is seen by many voters as
honest but wanting in ideas and
direction. He will attempt -to solve

this image problem by emphasizing
that under his leadership there has
been a healthy economic recovery,
despite an irresponsible , big-spending, Democrat-controlled Congress .
Ford will likely add some tough talk
on national defense and foreign policy, trying to portray an image of a
President in control of events rather
than the reverse. In addition, Ford
will likely emphasize the recently
articulated five therpes of his campaign. This will be an effort to project
an image of a man with definite goals
and plans for his administration. Ford
will be making a major effort to convince the voter that he is capable of
political leadership , rather than caretaker government.
Ford's other problem is persuading
the non-party affiliated voter as well
as the disillusioned Democrat to vote
for him. Ford will likely attempt to
seek these votes by portraying Carter
as a political enigma, inexperienced
and unpredictable. Ford will juxatpose himself as a symbol of moderation, stability, experience, and above
all, decency. As the nation is moving
through a politically conservative
period (this is evidenced by rejection
of any liberal candidates for President, Reagan's popularity, and an
aversion to federal government
spending programs', this kind of appeal to the undecided voter by Ford is
likely to be persuasive. Thus, the debates will provide Ford with an opportunity to build an image of presidentialleadership, as well as give the
crucial undecided voter a reason to
vote for him and not Carter.
by Peter Helfer

ACROSS
1 Meal course
6 La yer of
paint
10 River of
Hungary
14 Ordinary
speech
15 Part of Ihe
fool
16 Provoked to
angel
17 Aniseed
source
18 Kyl e ---NFL star
19 PlaCid
20 HaVing
colored
bands
22Bantu
language
24 Ancient
Asian
people
26 Breakfast
dish
27 Quebec port
30 Bad Prefix
31 Son of Zeus
32 Calc ium
carbona Ie
rock
37 Cadmus '
daughter
38 Wallace
Amer poet
40 Very smal
41 Made unfit
to dr ink
43 Catch In a
gunlock
44 --- ton
Style
45 Inde lic ate
Ian guage
48 Juncture
line
5 1 Ma pmaker s
con c ern
52 Pronoun
54 Made
fUriOUS
58 OffiCial
party
59 ASia

61 Carmen , for
one
62 Where
Caesar
rode
63 Kind of gin
64 ---- - of
Honor
65 Police
off icers '
Abbr
66 George - --Fr. novelist
67 Responded
to reveille
DOWN
1 Resort
centers
2 Negalive
contraction
3 Large '
dormouse
4 Helps
5 Extending
farther
down

6 Vehicle
merchant 2
words
7 Mountain
Prefix
8 Implements
deCisions
9 Clare
Boothe
title 2
words
10Most
opulent
1 1 "As th in as 12 La - --- Province
Quebec
13 Concede
21 Previous to
23 Wroog
25 Splinters
27 Hotel
employee
28 Trieste
measure
29 Ga s for

lighting
33 Treated With
drugs
34 Was In debt
35 Approach
36 Weird Var
38 Reserve for
future use
39 UnmUSical
42 Maltreaters
43 Siesta taker
46 PrOhibit
47 Ontario
county
48 Without gaps
49 Cause to
adhere
50 Dogma
53 FOR 's dog
55 Change the
decor
56 Turning
pOints
57 Mr Carnegie
60 Male
offspring

Student banking problems are different.
Their bankers should be, too.

That's why Bank of America has Student Representatives close by at offices near major
college campuses in California. They're always students or recent graduates themselves.
So they know all about student banking problems. And how to solve them
They know all the ways our College Plan can help you, too. So why not stop by and
talk things over. Our Student Reps can make your banking easier.
Depend on us. More California college students do.
At Hastings College of Law, just ask to see
June Ahern
Golden Gate·Hyde Branch
BANKOFAMERICA
101 Hyde Street · 622·5309

m
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PLACEMENT OFFICE NOTES
Signups for October Interview Times

Additional Job Opportunities

Signups for specific interview times
will take place on Wednesday, September 22, 1976 from 9:30 a.m.-5:00
p.m. in the McAllister Street Lobby
and on Thursday (9:00-5:00) and
Friday (9:00-12:00) in the Placement
Office. The deadline for interview
signups will be 12:00 p.m. on Friday,
September 24, 1976. The results of all
preference sheets will be available at
the time of interview signups.
Prior to Septmeber 22, 1976, each
student should review carefully the
listing of employers who have expressed an interest in receiving
resumes. This listing was included
with your Interview Preference Sheet.
If you wish to be considered by an
employer who has requested that the
Placement Office forward the resumes
of interested applicants, please so
indicate at the time of interview
signups.

Each day the Placement Office
correspondence from employers who
are interested in receiving the resumes of both second year students
for summer clerkship positions, as
well as third year students for full time
positions after graduation, are posted.
Requests for resumes are posted as
they are received on the Bulletin
Board in the Placement Reference
Library . You are encouraged to check
this board regularly as it will also
contain information as to any additional employers who will be conducting on-campus interviews during
October.
Information Programs Scheduled
10 A
I C' Att
'Offi
orneys
ce
s nge es tty
Mr. Manuel U. Araujo, Deputy City
Attorney for Los Angeles will be on
campus on Monday, September 27,
1976 to speak to students about

employment opportunities in the City
Attorneys Office. All students interested in finding out about the role and
function of a city attorney should plan
on attending this informational meeting which will be held from 11:40 to
12:30 in Classroom D. All students
who plan on interviewing with the LA
City Attorneys Office should attend
this introductory meeting.
Legal Services Corporation
Mrs. Alice Daniel, General Counsel
for the Legal Services Corporation,
Washington, D.C. will speak to students on Tuesday, September 28,
1976 about the newly-created Legal
Services Corporation and employment
..
opporturutles for students. All students who are desirous of exploring
employment opportunities in the
Legal Services field should plan on
attending this meeting. The meeting
will be held in Classroom D from 11:40
to 12:30.

LEVIN'S INTRODUCTION TO LAW
SCHOOL
STUDY GROUPS-Invented by a
near relative of Adolph Hitler, the
study group is a law school institution
which provides fertile ground for
much anxiety. If you are not in a
study group, your grades will suffer
and your acne will worsen. Ergo, you
want to form a study group as quickly
as possible. The first step in this
direction is a firm resolve to get into a
study group with the smartest people
in the class. Next, identify the smart
people-this is easy because they are
always recognizable by that armoying
smirk. Ask them if they want to join
your study group. They probably
have better taste than that. This initial rejection, however, is only the
diving board from which you may
spring into an Olympic size pool of
misery, because you still have time to
get into a study group made up of
neurotic, junkie, leftist underachievers.
Study groups usually meet once a
week. This is because it takes at least
that long to recover. The best time for
a study group meeting is Friday afternoon when everyone is extra cranky
because they'd rather be at Harrington's. The group assembles around a
table in the library or at someone's
apartment (hint: if you decide to meet
at someol1e's apartment, make sure
that it is fully equipped with drooling
dog, squawling baby, and overly
attentive spouse. Dripping faucet is
optional). One of the first things the
group does is exchange secrets they
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have heard from second-year students about the various examination
quirks of the professors. (This topic is
beyond the scope of this article; for a
more lengthy discussion see, Famous
Last Words or There's Always a
Question on Felony-Murder.) Next,
the group passes out the xeroxed
class-notes of students' who made law
journal last year. These will be about
as much help to you as aspirin is for
leprosy, nonetheless, they are an
important part of the law school
experience.
Some study groups agree that each
member will keep current an outline
of one class. Then, each week, the
students give copies of their outlines
to the other members of the group.
The benefit of this system inures
from the fact that everyone will feel
that his or her outline is much better
than the others and that, therefore,
the others are getting an unfair
advantage.
In closing, the author would like to
emphasize that in your study group,
as in life, one does well to strive for
excellence. If at the end of your group
meeting you do not feel severely
anxious and/or depressed, and you
do not have an irresistable impulse to
take a sledgehammer to everyone
else in the group, then you need to
polish some of your tension-building
techinques. But don't get discouraged. Psychosis is just around the
corner.
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WEDNESDAY, Sept. 29th, 8:00 AM at the
GOLDEN HUT. Members and Guests.
FACULTY MEMBERS ESPECIALLY.

Maureen Johnson

PLANTS!
PLANTS!
Your student monies have been
used to purchase plants for the Commons and the McAllister Street
Lobby. Arrangements have been
made to care for these 'Hastings
Humanizers.' Please do nothing to
the plants except ENJOY THEM.

HASTINGS STUDENTS WIN
AWARDS
Another first for Hastings, at the
Orientation Assembly on August io.
The presentation of the Top Ten
Awards to last year's ten first-year
students with the highest academic
averages, was an event probably unmatched by' any other Law School. It
is a unique recognition of high
achievement during that first rough,
tough year.
Recipients were: Robert Allensworth, Diane Clark, Betty Dawson,
Laura Enos, Donald Gottesman,
Nicholas Heldt, Richard Hicks, frederick Kessler, Wendy Lowe, Randolf
Rice. They each received an Italian
marble paper weight with the Top
Ten logo and a congratulatory greet-

ing from Professor Milton D. Green,
in whose honor the award was
established.
The logo was designed by Professor Green's son, Dan Green, a
leading architect in St. Louis, Missouri. It has part of the University ot
California and Hastings sela, an
imter band saying "In recognition oj
outstanding academic achievemenl
THE TOP TEN," that is centeree
with a stylized Roman numeral ter
that is made of eight arrows. Wend)
Lowe led the class of 500, and re,
ceived in addition, a check fOJ
$200.00.
The awards were presented ｢ｾ＠
Dean Marvin Anderson and Professo
Green, and will be given annually.

